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Background 
Purpose 

The Fort Erie Live Racing Consortium is comprised of representatives from Fort Erie Economic Development & Tourism 
Corporation (“FEEDTC”), the Town of Fort Erie, and the Ontario Horse Benevolent Protection Agency. (“HBPA”). 

As we engage in our Governance model we will be adding critical resources to the Board starting with a member 
representing the two unions, United Workers of Canada and SEIU. 

This document is not intended to provide a detailed business plan but rather to communicate at a high level the key 
aspects of the business plan as well as identify the key issues with the plan or potential strategies in which the 
Consortium has or will undertake to achieve its goal to restore live horse racing.  

The Fort Erie Race Track – Background 

The Fort Erie Race Track (“Track”) is one of two tracks in Ontario which hosts thoroughbred racing. The Track is privately 
owned by Nordic Gaming Corporation (“Nordic”)  The track  is located just off the QEW Highway a few kilometers from 
the Canada-USA border.   

For the past several years, the Track has been facing declining earnings and Nordic announced that after the 2008 
racing season, it would not hold live racing, effectively cancelling the 2009 racing season.  Given the significant economic 
impact of the Track on the Town of Fort Erie and surrounding area, the Fort Erie Economic Development and Tourism 
Corporation issued a letter of intent to purchase the Track, on the condition that the track continue to operate live racing 
for the 2009 season along with a non-refundable deposit of $2.25 million. 

FEEDTC did not execute on its letter of intent after undertaking extended due diligence on the Track.  This due diligence 
included engaging Deloitte & Touche LLP (“Deloitte”) to review the financial information of Nordic and undertake a 
business case assessment for FEEDTC.   The non-refundable deposit provided the necessary catalyst for Nordic to 
commit and undertake live racing for 2009.   

After the Consortium chose not exercise its purchase offer, we began working with Nordic to seek an alternative method 
to acquire operational control of horse racing.    
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Background cont’d 

The Fort Erie EDTC funded the Consortium with $75,000 seed money and retained Deloitte as our consultants to; 

•   analyze the existing operations of the track and determine future viability and potential financial  
   deficiencies/requirements; 

•  Perform a review of the historical financial information from Nordic for the purpose of preparing a financial   
   forecasting model;   

•  Consult with a wide range of stakeholders, to better understand the breadth of issues and impacts of the Track,  
   including the Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation (OLG), Horse people, Nordic, FEEDTC, the Government of  
   Ontario, and the general public;  

•  Develop a financial model to quantify earnings and cash flows and model various operating scenarios; and,  

•  Deliver a report to FEEDTC outlining preliminary findings and high-level conclusions. 

The initial report outlined several findings and an overall conclusion along with several options all based on the 
business model analysis prepared. 

Key Findings 
•   Under the status quo operating and funding structure (10%/10% from the OLG) the Track produces negative  
   earnings and cash flow. 

•   The purse pool for the horses is not sustainable without a significant decrease in purse pay-outs per race – the     
   effect of which is unknown but would likely be a significant reduction in horse population and quality, which  
   would negatively impact the total races and wagering. 

•   Expenditures were already minimized and further cuts would not in itself maintain make racing sustainable. 

•   Determine that the cost of additional race day is approximately $34,000 versus incremental revenue of only  
   $22,500. 4 



Background cont’d 

Conclusion of Initial Report 

The current race track model at Fort Erie was not viewed as sustainable.  Furthermore operational cost changes 
would not be sufficient to make the track sustainable (namely the 10%/10% from the OLG).  A fundamental business 
model shift would need to be undertaken to have a sustainable business because the track and the horseman have 
no control over the OLG contribution upon which the horse racing industry relies but upon which the industry has no 
control or consistency of funding levels. 

Business changes that were identified as key to developing a sustainable business model included, increasing the 
stability or predictability of the revenue streams, this would be critical in order to provide greater support to the fixed 
cost structure of the operations. It was also noted that acquiring the track with significant debt or leverage would not 
be practical as the operations do not generate enough cash flow to service significant amounts of debt.    

Consortium’s Response to the Report 

The Consortium revised their approach to acquire the track to address some of the key business model issues 
identified by Deloitte.  They obtained agreements in principle; 

(i) to lease the track and thus reduce the fixed costs to acquire the track; and, 

(ii) stabilize slot revenue support in order to have a solid base of revenue.  
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Revised Operating Model 
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Seeking Stability 



Revised Model:  Fort Erie Live Racing Consortium 

Current Situation 

The Fort Erie EDTC abandoned their original letter of intent, the Fort Erie EDTC headed a Consortium of key 
stakeholders (“The Consortium”) which negotiated two key memorandum of understandings; (i) the first was a 
funding agreement with the Province of Ontario and (ii) a lease for the track assets with Nordic.  

Key Elements of Province of Ontario Memorandum of Understanding 

•  Fixed slot commissions of $5.6 million to the Consortium. 
•  Reinvestment of approx. $500,000 per year of slot commissions from the Town of Fort Erie to the Consortium. 
•  Pilot live Quarter horse racing at the Track for three years with funding provided by the ORC/Quarter Horse  
  Program. 
•  Purses will continue to be funded by 10% of the slot revenues. 
•  Minimum of 78 race days per season. 
•  A 3 year commitment (provided we manage our resources to meet obligations). 

Key Elements of Nordic Lease (See Appendix A) 

•  Lease is triple net. 
•  Lease amount is $100,000 in year 1, $650,000 per year in subsequent years. 
•  The Consortium will assume no liabilities from Nordic (our obligations begin January 1, 2010). 
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Revised Model:  Fort Erie Live Racing Consortium 

Key Business Model Assumptions: 

A revised financial model was developed to reflect the key terms of the proposed business model.  The following are 
the key assumptions. 

Race Day Assumptions:  

•   $100,000 purse pool per race day. 
•   80 race days per year with 8 horses per race. 
•   100 unique Quarter horse races, included in the 80 race days. 
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Revenue & Expense Assumptions: 

•  $5.6 million subsidy annually provided by the Province in lieu of slot revenue, and $500,000 from Fort Erie annually. 
•  Quarter horse races attract wagering and purse contribution at a rate of 70%, 75% and 80% of thoroughbred  
   racing in years 1, 2 and 3 respectively.  
•  Betting and food and beverage levels return to 2008 levels.   
•  Revenue and expense growth at inflationary factor of 2%. 
•  Slot performance was held constant (this assumption is for purse funding only). 
•  Annual lease expense paid to Nordic of $100,000 in year 1 and $650,000 per year in subsequent years. 
•  $100,000 of fixed asset additions in each of the three years. 



Revised Model 

The Consortium and its members want to make it clear to all that this proposition is not without significant 
risk. 

Key Risks: 

•   Wagering and slot revenue are on a downward trend, therefore, revenue may not rebound to 2008 levels and or   
   grow subsequently.   
•   If slot revenues fall significantly, the purse may not be self-sufficient at the assumed levels.  Purse reductions  
   could impact race quality.   
•   Fort Erie subsidy is contingent on slot commissions, thus slot revenue decreases could impact the subsidy.  
•   Fixed asset additions may be inadequate to maintain the aging physical plant. 
•   There is little additional funds for contingencies (our initial business plan has a foundation budget of about $2  
   million more, part for contingencies and part for necessary improvements, and we developed the lease within the  
   business plan with Nordic on the basis of a $1.2 million less than it resulted). 
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Consortium Responses to Risk: 

•  The Consortium believes with a dedicated focus and bringing stability back to racing that wagering revenue can  
   return to 2008 levels or better by the horse racing partners. 
•  The Consortium believes that with the support of a multi-faceted stakeholder group increased performance 

revenue is reasonable as they are best suited to bring skill set and network to the track.  
•  The Consortium believes that even if slot revenue drops reducing purse contributions, that there is enough room in  
   the $100,000 per day average purse to provide an effective purse structure even at slightly lower amounts to 

attract    
   a quality field.   
•  Additionally the Consortium obtains a management company on a fixed cost management contract , this type of 

structure would provide for significant risk mitigation to the Consortium.  



Transition Plan:  Fort Erie Live Racing Consortium 
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Taking Control 



Transition Plan Overview 

Key Aspects 

Nordic Transition: January 1, 2010 – June 30, 2010. 

•  The Consortium assumes full operational responsibilities effective January 1, 2010. 

•  Nordic will manage the track operations on behalf of the Consortium until July 1, 2010 for consideration of $1. 

•  Nordic has provided a transitional management proposal to the Consortium.  Nordic will manage the operations 
to the approved budget and be responsible to report to the Consortium CEO and monthly to the Board where we 
may address management issues, costs, expenses and make adjustments to the following month. 

Consortium: January 1, 2010 and beyond. 

•  Agreements and Consortium governance would be finalized. 

•  The Consortium will develop a full transition plan to cover all aspects of the transition (the Consortium is now 
incorporated under the laws of Ontario – BN 836174458). 

•  The Consortium has developed a strategy to acquire a long term management agreement for the operation of the 
track and execute an RFP strategy to obtain management for the track. 

•  Once a management group is selected a transition plan from Nordic to the new management group  would be 
developed for full management control by the Consortium effective July 1, 2010. 
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Summary Time Table  

Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Starts on 28/12 10/01 24/01 7/02 21/02 7/03 21/03 4/04 18/04 2/05 16/05 30/05 

Legal and 
Governance 

•  Finalize 
agreements 

•  Approve Nordic 
Budget 

•  Finalize 
Governance 

Transition 

•  Transition Plan 

•  RFP 
Development 

•    RFP Tender 

•  Manager 
Selection 

•  Manager 
Transition 

•  Manager switch 

  Milestone 
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Engaging New Management 
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Management Contract 



RFP Process 

The first key decision in the RFP process would be to determine the preferred method for which to engage a 
management company.  

Cost Plus vs. Fixed Costs 

•  The Consortium will evaluate the most effective basis in which to engage a management company to run the track.   
  The two approaches are effectively a cost plus basis, where the Consortium would be responsible for all of the    
  approved costs incurred by the management company.  This approach would be very similar to the Consortium 
  operating the track themselves.  The second approach would see the Consortium pay a fixed amount to a  
  management company to operate the track. 

•  The benefit of the Fixed Cost approach is that it limits the exposure to cost over runs, however any growth in  
  revenue would be passed to the management company.  The management company would have more autonomy  
  with this approach as they carry the operational risk.   

•  The benefit of the Cost Plus approach is that the Consortium would have a far closer connection to the key  
  operational decisions and issues.  This approach would see the Consortium would be exposed to the risk and  
  rewards of the operations.  It should be noted that even in a cost plus approach there would likely be incentive   
  aspects in the management contract. 

•  Prior to developing a strategy the Consortium would reach out and discuss the key aspects for both structures with  
  some key industry participants.  
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RFP Process - Overview 

•  Confirm from Consortium 
key items required for 
operator 

•  Obtain rankings of key 
items 

•  Confirm Management 
contract approach: 

•  Fixed Cost 
•  Cost Plus 

•  Test approach with 
industry players 

•  Confirm selection 
committee 

•  Develop all RFP material 
including historical 
results, potential 
opportunities etc.  

•  Develop Target List 
•  Finalize Process 
•  Legal review on Process 

and Material 
•  Distribute Material 
•  Conduct tours and  co-

ordinate due diligence 
reviews 

•  Review and score 
submissions 

•  Conduct Interviews 
•  Make selection 

•  Finalize Terms 
•  Finalize contracts 
•  Obtain legal review 
•  Begin transition planning 

Stakeholder Input RFP Material Selection Finalization 

1. 2. 3. 4. 
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Timeline 12 – 14 weeks 

The following outlines the key steps to the RFP process.   


